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The computation of .a. control'net of Mars by analytical triangu-
lation using television pictures taken by Mariner 9 was started in
January 1972 and has been expanded by incorporating additional frames
and points. Since the production of new maps of Mars must proceed in
parallel with the control computations, interim control is useful.
Results as of August 1972, Mariner 9 Control Net of Mars: August 1972,
(2)
and November 1972, Martian Surface Coordinates3 have been reported.
This report contains the results current in April 1973.
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SUMMARY
A planet-wide geodetic control net of Mars'"that»is'based on the
Mariner 9 television pictures has been in the process of being computed
since January 1972. This report presents the results of the computa-
tions as of April 1973. Areocentric and areographic coordinates of
1340 control points have been computed using 613 frames and are pre-
sented in tables. These coordinates will be revised as additional








II. PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PARAMETERS 2





The purpose of the present report is to make available results
from the most recent computer computations for the use of cartographers
preparing maps of Mars. The conventions, methodology, and details
(2-4)
regarding the Mariner 9 mapping program are described elsewhere
and are not reviewed here. A brief resume of the photogrammetric
parameters is given in the next section; Section III contains the




The derivation of the photogrammetric equations and the method of
their solutions used in the analytical triangulation are presented in
Ref. 2, and are essentially the same as those used in the reduction of
the Mariner 6 and 7 pictures. The main improvement in the current
net is that all of the variables are determined by a single large-block
solution, in contrast to the use of four blocks in the August 1972
net -and five blocks in the November 1972 net. '
The areocentric latitude and longitude of the control points and
the three orientation angles of the camera are permitted to vary in
the least-squares adjustment. Thus each point contributes two unknowns
and each picture three unknowns in the solution for the differential
corrections to the initial values. The coordinates of the camera sta-
tions are held constant and come from the Supplementary Experimenter
Data Record (SEDR), which is published by the Mariner 9 Science Data
Team at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. The radii at the control points
are derived from the radii measurements made by the radio occultation
experiment. '
The control points are usually the centers of small craters; these
positions are measured in pixels (picture elements) on high-pass filtered
versions of the television frames. The measurements are then corrected "
for optical and electronic distortions and scaled to millimeters using
a program developed by John Kreznar of the Image Processing Laboratory
at JPL.(8) The focal length of the lens is 52.267 mm.(9)
The Mariner 9 Geodesy/Cartography Group recommended that all
Mariner 9 cartographic products use areographic coordinates referred to
a spheroid with 3393.4 km equatorial radius and 3375.8 km polar radius. '
The areographic latitude, <J>', of a point is defined as the angle between
the normal to the reference spheroid through the point and the equatorial
plane. By contrast, the areocentric latitude, 4>, of a point is defined
as the angle between the radius vector to the point and the equatorial
plane. If the point lies on the reference spheroid of equatorial radius,
* <-» *-< ft
-3-
o, and polar radius, c, the latitudes of'the point are related by
/ \2
tan <j> = I — ) tan <J>'
(3)The Mariner 9 coordinate system incorporates a new direction for
the spin axis of Mars and defines the prime meridian as the meridian
that passes through the center of a small crater called Airy-0. The
direction of the pole referenced to the mean equator and equinox of
1950.0 is
a0 - 317?32, 50 = 52?68 (1950.0).
The angle between the Mars vernal equinox and the prime meridian, V,
must now come from the control net computations; the current results
give
V = 148?67 + 350^ 891962 (JD - 2433282.5),
where JD is the Julian date.
R'O 7.3
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III. COORDINATES OF FEATURES
The latitude and longitude of the 1340 control points and the ori-
entation angles of the 613 pictures have been determined by a single-
block simultaneous least-squares adjustment. The point measurements
formed 8002 observation equations, which yielded 4519 normal equations.
These normal equations were solved by a very efficient program developed
by Richard Clasen of The Rand Corporation that uses the method of conju-
gate gradients to iterate for the solution of the linear equations.
The standard error of the recomputed residuals is 0.0163 mm. The dis-
advantage of any iterative solution is that without the computation of
the inverse there is no practical method of obtaining the standard
errors of the parameters.
Most of the radii at the control points are derived from the occul-
tation radii ' by interpolation; however, a few radii in the region
of Nix Olympica came from auxiliary photogrammetric computations.
Table 1 gives the areocentric coordinates and radii of the control
points as well as the number of frames that contributed measurements of
the point. Table 2 gives the areographic coordinates of the control
points and their elevations above the reference spheroid. Since these
elevations are measured relative to an arbitrary reference surface and
not relative to a geoid or constant potential surface, they cannot be
used for contouring to determine, for instance, the direction of water
flow.
This report does not contain illustrations identifying the control
points because the required number of figures would be very large.
Points numbered from 1 to 139 were used in the reduction of Mariner 6
and 7 pictures and are identified in Refs. 5 and 10. Previous Mariner 9
(1 2)
reports ' contain pictures of many of the points. The best source
for identification of the points is the U.S. Geological Survey's set of
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